
Attendees:		
Hugo	Eyzaguirre	(ECON)	
Dave	Donovan	(PHY)	
Chris	Wagner	(HELP	DESK)	
Amy	Barnsley	(MATH)	
Lanae	Joubert	(HHP)	
Brandon	Canfield	(CHEM)	
Bruce	Sarjeant	(AIS)	
Jennifer	Myers-Jezylo	(BIO)	
David	Gomillion	(BUS)	
Chris	Lewis	(IT)	
Jeff	Vickers	(Music)	
Christine	Lenzen	(Art)	

DRAFT Minutes for Friday, September 18, 2015 
 

Hugo brought the meeting to order at 11:02 am 
 

1.  The Minutes of September 4 were approved.  Move to approve by Dave 
Donovan, seconded by Bruce Sarjeant.  
 
2.  Reports and Announcements 

a. Chair. Hugo invited Dave Maki to discuss laptop and Wimax/ LTE. See 
below. 
 
b. IT/IS/HelpDesk. Chris Wagner reported Windows update is available 
and restarting computers is needed.  
 
c. Instructional Design and Technology. Nothing new to report. 

 
3. Unfinished Business 

a. Laptop program new cycle. Dave Maki reported we are going to a 4-year cycle with LTE 
machines. This year Lenovo had a complete overhaul of laptops. Next year the new model will 
have a yoga hinge. Next year expect to get about 4000 machines. These will be purchased not 
leased by NMU. They will be distributed to those who have had the Twist for three years, new 
freshman and people stuck with an older model (pre-Twist). If faculty members need more 
memory they can request more and RAM will be removable. Faculty can get more RAM and 
memory. Dave Maki said they will get the message out to faculty about asking for more memory 
and RAM. Video outputs will be mini-display. Brandon request hard wired display continue in 
the classrooms. Going entirely to WePresent wireless display might has some issues.  For 
example, guest speakers cannot use WePresent. Brandon asked if faculty can have access to new 
computers earlier than the August date. Dave Maki said that would not be a problem since we are 
purchasing the computers now. Dave Donovan asked if faculty can retain possession of their old 
computers for more time when switching to a new computer (more overlap with old & new 
computers) Again, Dave Maki indicated that would not be a problem.  
 
b. Wimax/ LTE.  LTE is in Marquette and Negaunee. Negaunee will be faster soon. All sites that 
have Wimax will have LTE by Christmas (hopefully). Wimax will turn off Fall 2017 when all 
the Twists are returned. We own equipment for Wimax but pay to use software. Hopefully in a 
few years the cost will be so nominal that we can keep it for the few remaining customers using 
Wimax. LTE SIM card for phones and tables is still having problems. Equipment that will be 
available for purchase LTE portable spot (small range) about $160 and indoor LTE CPE (for 
whole house) about $180, and outdoor LTE CPE about $200. Items available in next few weeks.  
Voice-over IP (VoIP) is coming.  
  

4. New Business 
a. Technology requests and room "usage" for room assignments. Moved to the next meeting. 
 

5. Good of the Order 
 
 

Adjourned  . 
Respectfully submitted,  
Amy Barnsley 


